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ISLAM AS A QUALITY ENHANCEMENT MODEL 
IN AHMAD DAHALN UNIVERSITY

Sulisworo, Dwi

ABSTRACT
Each higher education and institution generally has unique characteristics that represent its organization vision. This unique vision will determine the management system perspective which will be used. The organization mission is to apply Islamic values in its institution; therefore, UAD has to seek and to find out the suitable model to enhance the quality. By adopting and adapting from many management systems, UAD has generated the ISLAM model as a quality enhancement model. Basically ISLAM possesses a number of spirits to apply the value of PDCA in TQM, SWOT analysis, and Performance Excellence (Malcolm Baldridge). ISLAM is the extending of Inisiasi tujuan (Initiate the Goal), Sukses kriteria ditentukan (Success Criteria Establishment), Lampau kinerja (Leverage the Performance), Analisis hasil yang dicapai (Analysis the result), Munculkan perbaikan (Move the improvement). UAD classifies the quality management into two areas, i.e. academic program and administrative and educational support unit. The flexible guideline to implement the ISLAM model is created to support those two quality management areas.

Keyword: quality management, performance excellence, higher education.

INTRODUCTION
The higher education institutions including Ahmad Dahlan University (UAD) conceive the importance of the knowledge-based solution to face the globalization convergence effect challenge. Knowledge creating as a main driver on the leverage organization is the new concepts at UAD especially to maintain the growth.

UAD relatively had not a quality understanding to serve stakeholder better untill last year 2003. The management saw that quality can be running as usual business. Activities conducted at every management level were looked as many part of the puzzle no chanced to increase the organizational performance synergy. Decreasing entrance society animo to the HEI around Jogia the education city has changed the organization conceiving the quality importance. The management seeing to give the better academic services to the students and others stakeholders tried to find the quality enhancement model fitting to the internal environment as well as the external one. Considering the mission to implement the Islam values at the one side and the alternatives of the management and system perspective, UAD had begun to generate the model. The main paper purpose is to share the experience on how UAD adapted the management system in order to maintain our culture better.

ISLAM AS A QUALITY ENHANCEMENT MODEL
Basically, every unit at UAD had developed the program assessment method. Otherwise, the high understanding disparities among units caused the difference interpretation affected to the difference action at the same case. This quality enhancement model describes the steps to maintain quality of the activity.
ISLAM is an abbreviation of **Inisiasi tujuan** (initiate the goal), **Sukses kriteria ditentukan** (success criteria establishment), **Lampaui kinerja** (leverages the performance), **Analisis hasil yang dicapai** (analysis the result), **Munculkan perbaikan** (move the improvement) is not so different to the PDCA (Plan Do Check and Action) circle. ISLAM model is the quality management circle too, but there is slight modification, the stress is more on activities. The word decision comes merely from the spirit to articulate the Islam values as a clear vision of UAD using Islam terminology. As a part of the whole of the organization performance, each unit should refer to this circle model to create their activities shown by figure 1.

ISLAM model implementation gives the resources utility synergetic opportunity to all of units and management levels. Combining the PDCA on TQM, SWOT analysis, and Performance Excellence perspective together, the 7 steps of ISLAM model is suggested to be conducted as shown by figure 2 below:

---

**Figure 2. SWOT analysis, Performance Excellence, Vision and ISLAM Model relationship**

The ISLAM circle implementation divides the management into two major activities, i.e. (1) academic program units, and (2) Administrative and Educational Support units. This paper limited to the first activity elaborates more detail of each step to increase the innovation.

**GOOD PRACTICE ON ISLAM QUALITY ENHANCEMENT FOR ACADEMIC PROGRAM**

**Inisiasi Tujuan (Initiate the Goal)**

**Step 1: Articulate the mission or purpose of your academic program.**

Your program’s mission statement or statement of purpose links the program or department to your college or school and ultimately to the overall mission of UAD. In formulating or revising a purpose or mission statement that is integrated into the university’s mission, review the university’s mission and identify how your academic program supports UAD’s mission.

**Step 2: Define educational and programmatic goals and objectives, including desired student learning outcomes.**

If any single step is the key for assessment planning, this is it. You will assess student learning relative to the educational goals and objectives you agree upon and establish for your program or department.

A goal is a general statement about the aims or purposes of education in your program. Goals are long-range outcomes that are written in broad, sometimes vague language.
An objective is a specific statement that describes a desired learning outcome for your program. This concept of a learning outcome seems to be the most difficult type of objective for people to understand, but it is really quite straightforward. Peter Ewell, a well-known national assessment researcher, puts it this way: “A student learning outcome ... is ... defined in terms of the particular levels of knowledge, skills and abilities that a student has attained at the end (or as a result) of his or her engagement in a particular set of collegiate experiences.”

You might choose the following objectives to assess:

• **Knowledge outcomes:**
  - major or discipline content
  - modes of inquiry

• **General education outcomes:**
  - oral and written communications
  - critical thinking and problem solving
  - library and computer use
  - quantitative and scientific literacy

• **Skills outcomes:**
  - those required for effective practice in the discipline or in future employment
  - ability to work with others
  - listening skills
  - teamwork or leadership

• **Attitudes and values**
  - personal
  - social
  - ethical
  - related to diversity

• **Behavioral outcomes** (most of these are outcomes that are important to your program but do not give direct evidence of student learning):
  - current students
    1. persistence and choice of major
    2. course selection and completion
  - former students
    1. employment information
    2. graduate school or other further education
    3. professional activities
    4. community contributions
    5. evaluation of satisfaction with the program’s preparation

Sukses Kriteria Ditentukan (Success Criteria Establishment):
**Step 3: Identify and describe appropriate assessment instruments or methods.**
After you have identified goals and objectives, decide on appropriate assessment approaches. What sources of evidence could you gather that would convince you (and others!) that your students are reaching the desired learning objectives?

Remember the nine principles: comprehensive assessment strategies frequently require the use of more than one assessment to determine program effectiveness. Before you feel overwhelmed, here are a couple of points to keep in mind:

- **Stagger assessments** – not every assessment has to be conducted every semester or every year. They can be done on a biennial or triennial basis, if appropriate.
- **Course grades** – while a source of information about individual student achievement, these do not usually provide information about overall programmatic outcomes.

Here are some examples of assessment approaches:

**Direct Indicators of Learning** – students demonstrate what they know or can do

- assessments in a capstone course that gauge students’ total learning
- course-embedded assessments
- tests and examinations (locally or commercially produced) – be careful since what is tested needs to match well with your desired learning outcomes
- portfolios of work over time
- pre-test/post-test comparisons
- exhibitions
- clinical evaluations
products such as papers or oral presentations
videotaped or audiotaped performances or simulations
observations of students in case studies or other problem solving situations

**Indirect Indicators of Learning** – students or others report on student learning
- supported opinions of external reviewers
- surveying and exit interviewing of students
- surveying of alumni
- surveying of employers (about learning demonstrated on the job)
- analysis of curriculum and syllabi
- success of students in graduate school
- success in careers or employment

**Step 4: Establish criteria for learning success.**

It is important to know what level of achievement will tell you that your program helps students achieve learning success. Here are only a few examples; think of what is important to you:
- 70 percent of students can solve a complex, real-world problem using skills developed in your program.
- A panel of experts rates highly the performance of students on their oral presentations in a capstone course.
- 75 percent of students can take reference materials and write an acceptable speech for a town council.
- The program advisory group reports that graduates have appropriate entry-level skills.
- 80 percent of students can pass your professional licensure exam on the first attempt.
- Panels of reviewers confirm that student portfolios reflect progressive development of critical thinking skills over time in your program.
- 95 percent of students and employers of graduates indicate satisfaction with your program.
- Interviews with graduating seniors indicate that students are overwhelmingly pleased with your program, but desire more internship possibilities.

**Lampau Kinerja (Leverage the Performance):**

**Step 5: Conduct assessment activities.**

Put your plan into action. Conducting assessment activities could include having a panel read a set of papers, taking a sample of oral presentations and reviewing the videotapes, or conducting a focus group with seniors. This time is marvelous to see what students can do, find out what they think and look more closely at your curriculum.

Think through developing the tools you will need. For example, a scoring rubric may be useful. If you plan assessments so that they are comparable over time and the sample sizes are adequate, you can gather valuable feedback on your program’s effectiveness.

**Analisis Hasil yang Dicapai (Analysis the result):**

**Step 6: Analyze the findings from your assessments.**

What are the implications of the findings? How did students do compared to your expectations? What program changes could you make to improve student knowledge and skills that did not reach criterion success levels? What can you infer from the data? What future actions should your program take?

As you discuss the assessment results and their implications with others in your program, remember to celebrate what the program has accomplished in relation to what it hoped to accomplish. Are students achieving expected outcomes?

This time also is for you to revisit and improve your assessment measures. Remember to document assessment findings. Summarize the results for reporting purposes, but be sure to retain details of documentation in your own files so that you can review performance, and progress, over time.
Munculkan Perbaikan (Move the improvement):
Step 7: Implement changes to enhance quality.
The results of this process should not sit on your shelf. To avoid having done a hollow exercise, you must “close the loop.” If you have moved through the steps of this model, you will have evidence in hand that is important to you; use it to make improvements in your academic program in order to improve student learning. How can you help students develop the outcomes you wish to see? Perhaps you need to add or modify learning opportunities, give more chances for students to develop their skills in certain areas, or improve advising so that students take courses in a sequence that helps them develop key skills.

Also review your assessment plan. Is it time to make changes in your goals and objectives? Are your assessment methods giving you the quantity and quality of information you need?

CONCLUSION
This circle model has been developing continuously to improve our understanding on serving quality. Though we have shared to many units, the implementation result still not so good enough. There are many factors considered the revision.
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